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ABSTRACT









options of the Next Linear Colliders (NLC), by considering the possibility of
deviations from the Standard Model induced by anomalous trilinear vector
boson couplings and non-standard fermionic couplings. We show that there
are strong correlations among these parameters. By studying the high-energy
behaviour of the helicity amplitudes we show that the error made in linearizing
the cross-section in the anomalous and non-standard couplings increases with
the square of the center of mass energy. We consider also the option of longitu-
dinally polarized electron beams by showing that, in this case, the restrictions
on the anomalous and non-standard parameters are greatly enhanced.
1 Introduction
The sector of the Standard Model (SM) which has been directly veried is the one of the
interactions of fermions with gauge vector bosons. However, the non-abelian structure
of the SM has been tested only in a very poor manner and indirectly through radiative
corrections. The present and future linear collider experiments will oer the opportunity
to measure the vector boson self-couplings at a high precision level [1]. This will be done
via pair production processes of W , Z and . The rst goal of such experiments will be a
conrmation of the SM predictions. Besides, they may be used to probe for new physics.
In particular it is possible that signals for new physics will appear in the gauge boson
sector through the discovery of anomalous vertices.








[2] with the W -pair de-
caying into a lepton pair plus jets. We will consider possible deviations from the SM
predictions coming both from anomalous gauge vector boson trilinear couplings and from
non-standard couplings of the gauge vector bosons to fermions. Also deviations of the
W -mass from its SM value will be taken into account. The reason for this study is that
we can hardly imagine a scenario of new physics in which only the trilinear couplings are
modied in a signicant way from their SM values. As an example, let us consider the
case of new physics leading to oblique corrections. The modications induced in the Z
propagator will aect both the Z-coupling to a W -pair and the Z-coupling to a fermion
pair, and we expect the deviations of the trilinear couplings to be of the same order of
magnitude of the deviations in the fermionic couplings. In general the trilinear and the
fermionic couplings result strongly correlated (see later), therefore it is not justied to
neglect the latter in a phenomenological analysis. Furthermore we expect both these de-
viations to be small due to the LEP1 bounds on the fermionic couplings. The assumption
of smallness of the trilinear anomalous couplings is also compatible with the fact that
LEP1 has tested the SM at the level of radiative corrections.
In the present study we will consider also the experimental possibilities of having some
polarization [3] in the incoming electron beam and of reconstructing the polarization of
the nal W 's, because this should increase the sensitivity to the anomalous couplings
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) helicities. In the calculation of the dierential cross-sections we have not made
any approximation in the anomalous couplings. In fact, as it turns out from the study
of the high-energy behaviour, the quadratic terms in these couplings are more and more
important as the energy increases.
In Section 2 we will write the general parametrization of the gauge boson trilinear
anomalous couplings and of the non-standard fermionic couplings. We will also evaluate
the various helicity amplitudes. In Section 3 we will analyze the high-energy behaviour
1
of the cross-sections relevant to our study and we will comment about the expansion in
the anomalous parameters. In Section 4 we will introduce the observables considered in
our analysis and we will discuss the experimental errors. In Section 5 we will show the




colliders. The options we will
consider are for center of mass energies of 360, 500 and 800 GeV , with corresponding lu-
minosities of 10, 20 and 50 fb
 1
. Although a general t could be possible we have limited
our analysis to the case of two parameters, by choosing one as an anomalous trilinear cou-
pling, and the other proportional to non-standard fermionic couplings. For completeness
we will give in Appendix A the high-energy expansion of the helicity amplitudes.
2 Helicity Amplitudes
Let us now start the evaluation of the helicity amplitudes by dening the anomalous
couplings we are interested in. We will consider only the C and P invariant possible











































































































give non-zero quadrupole interactions and 
z






We will assume that the energy relevant to the problem (i.e. the energy of the electron-
positron beams) is much lower than the energy scale of the new physics. As a consequence
we will work in the spirit of the eective lagrangians, by assuming all the anomalous
couplings as constant and ignoring their possible energy dependence.










































































In these expressions  
e
is the electron eld, ` = e; ;  , and the sum over i = 1; 2; 3





























































































































































































and  is the angle between the incoming electron and W
 
.
To express the results for the helicity amplitudes we will use the same formulation as














Then we dene reduced amplitudes
~
F by factorizing out the leading angular dependence




. Here J = 1; 2 corresponds to the lowest angular





















We follow here the phase conventions as in Gounaris et al. in ref. [6]. However, our
helicity amplitudes F correspond to their M=2. In the case of transverse nal W 's, and
for (; 
0
) = (1;1), corresponding to J = 2, the electron must be left-handed, and the
























The other helicity amplitudes involve all the contributions and their reduced amplitudes






















































































and the coecients A
V
, B and C are given in Table 1. Here, V = ; Z, and we have






























It is worth to notice that the helicity amplitudes for two longitudinally polarized W 's















































































































































































































In order to have a qualitative idea of the behaviour of the helicity amplitudes, we will
consider here a double expansion in powers of the energy and of the anomalous couplings.
In the phenomenological analysis, however, we will use the exact expressions.








cross-section has a good behaviour at high-
energy due to the cancellations required by the gauge-invariance. In the actual case,
however, this is not so. We should remember that we are dealing with an eective theory
and that we are allowed to use it only up to energies smaller with respect to the new
physics scale. The analysis of the high-energy behaviour is particularly simple in terms
of the helicity amplitudes, in fact the cancellations operating at the level of the SM
must be eective within each single helicity amplitude (remember that the cross-section
is a sum of modulus squares of helicity amplitudes). The leading behaviour in energy is
simply evaluated just counting the powers of energy associated to the various vertices,
propagators and external wave functions. The worst behaved amplitudes are the ones
corresponding to the production of two longitudinal vector bosons. The power counting





, due to the fact that the vertices coming from the quadrupole interactions
contain three derivatives. This is not the case since, as already noticed, these amplitudes




signalling that the quadrupole vertices do not
contribute to F
LL
. In fact we can show that, due to the structure of the quadrupole
interaction, the corresponding high-energy behaviour of the helicity amplitudes is not the
one coming from simple power counting but it is suppressed by one power of s. The






































is the polarization vector for the W 's, the




















(quadr:) = 0 (3.2)




















cannot give contribution to the highest possible power in s in
amplitudes relative to longitudinally polarized W 's. As a consequence the highest power
for F
LL
is s instead of s
2








Here we will consider the corrections to the helicity amplitudes up to the rst order
























(SM) are the SM helicity amplitudes, and then we will expand the generic









































































































, because in this case they are
not suppressed and, by power counting, the other anomalous contributions should give a
constant term for s!1. The list of the coecients F
()
is given in Appendix A.
We can now discuss the anomalous contributions in the energy expansion of the dier-
ential cross-sections. We get (we do not expand the threshold factor 
W
































































































































































At each order in s we have taken only the rst non-zero terms in the anomalous couplings.
In particular the terms linear in s turn out to be quadratic in the anomalous couplings.
Notice that the true expansion parameter is s=M
2
W
, therefore it is a bad approximation
to neglect the quadratic terms in the anomalous parameters when one is discussing the
cross-sections at energies of the order 10 M
W
or more (we are assuming a size for the
anomalous parameters comparable to the size of the radiative corrections within the SM).
As we have already observed d
LL

































. It should also be noted that M
W
appears only at lower orders in the expansion.
This study suggests that an analysis of the dierential cross-sections at various energies
should be useful in order to discriminate among various anomalous parameters.
4 Phenomenological analysis
In the following phenomenological analysis we will consider dierential cross-sections for































is the degree of longitudinal polarization. For P
e
= 0 we get the expression for
unpolarized electrons. We have also considered the production of pairs of polarized W 's.
In order to study the sensitivity of the dierential cross-sections to the anomalous
gauge couplings and to the non-standard fermionic couplings, we divide the experimentally
signicant range of cos ( 0:95  cos  0:95) into 6 bins. For each dierential cross-













(SM) are respectively the full and the SM dierential cross-sections




















; a = LL; LT; TT (4.3)
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is the systematic error taking into account the relative errors on the luminosity,
on the branching ratio of the decay of W 's into a lepton pair plus jets, on the acceptance
and on the longitudinal polarization of the electron beam. We assume 
sys
= 1:5%. We
take into account the eciency in reconstructing the W pairs from their decays into a
lepton pair plus jets by reducing the true branching ratio from 0.29 to 0.10 (see [7]). This
is the eective branching ratio BR that we use in eq. (4.4). There is a delicate point
about the branching ratio. In fact we are assuming that the coupling We may dier
from its SM value. This could modify the branching ratios ofW 's into fermions. However,
for deviation respecting the universality, it is easy to see that neglecting, as usual, mixed
terms in the radiative and in the anomalous corrections, the branching ratios are the same
as in the SM up to 1-loop level.
5 Bounds on the anomalous couplings
In this Section we will consider the bounds on the anomalous couplings coming from the
minimization of the 
2
-function as dened in the previous Section. We will not attempt
to make a general analysis in all the parameters expressing the deviations from the SM (5
anomalous trilinear couplings, 3 non-standard fermionic couplings and theM
W
deviation),
but rather we will concentrate on a few models depending only on 2 parameters. The rst
simplifying hypothesis we will make is that all the fermionic deviations can be expressed
in terms of the 
i
, i = 1; 2; 3, parameters [8]. By using the denitions of the 
i
in terms of































































































= 0. We will restrict our analysis to these models, therefore all the non-standard
fermionic couplings and M
W
are parametrized in terms of 
3
. The experimental bound
on 
3








Notice that the 
3
appearing in our equations is only the contribution due to new physics,




from the SM radiative corrections. We will assume in our analysis m
top
= 175 GeV and a
value ofm
Higgs

















= 1 TeV (5.3)














The upper and lower bounds correspond to m
Higgs
= 65 GeV and m
Higgs
= 1 TeV
respectively. The central value is obtained for m
Higgs
= 300 GeV , with a corresponding








= 300 GeV (5.5)
A comparable bound on 
3

















As far as the anomalous trilinear gauge couplings are concerned we will also consider
some simplied models.
MODEL 1
A rst possibility discussed in ref. [10] is to assume a global SU(2)
L
symmetry for the
























). We analyze the model







and the total one. The 90% C.L. bounds are given in Fig. 1,
together with the bounds coming from combining the 
2
for the nal state polarized ob-
servables, 
comb
. In the gure we give the bounds for a NLC machine with a center of mass
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) in the case of model 1. The
dotted line represents the bounds from 
TT





, the dash-doubledotted one from 
total
, and the continuous one from 
comb
.





energy of 500 GeV and a luminosity of 20 fb
 1
. The gure shows what we have already




. In this case it is important to
measure other dierential cross-sections. Also the total one, if combined with 
LL
would
give a good restriction in the parameter space. In Fig. 2 we give the 90 % C.L. bounds
arising from combining the nal state polarized dierential cross-sections at various en-
ergies and luminosities, namely: E = 360 GeV; L = 10 fb
 1
; E = 500 GeV; L = 20 fb
 1
;
E = 800 GeV; L = 50 fb
 1
. We see that one needs to reach at least 800 GeV in energy
in order to get bounds on 
3
comparable with the ones obtained at LEP1 also shown in
the gure. The corresponding strip is for 65  m
H
(GeV )  1000. Notice that the bound
at E = 800 GeV includes also a region which is not connected with the SM point. This
means that there is the possibility of having an ambiguity at this energy. However this is





. This means that going at values of 
3
dierent from zero,
the bounds on y

can change considerably. As we will see this is a rather general feature.
MODEL 2
Next we consider the case in which one adds to the SM lagrangian the most general
operator of dimension 6 invariant under SU(2)
L

 U(1) (see ref. [10]). The general form
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) in the case of model 1. The
bounds are obtained from 
comb
at various energies and luminosities. The dashed line
corresponds to E = 360 GeV and L = 10 fb
 1
, the continuous one to E = 500 GeV and
L = 20 fb
 1




= 0 The vertical
lines correspond to the LEP1 data.
















) in the case of model 2.
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) in the case of model 2.




































is the weak hypercharge eld strength, ~w








the covariant derivative operating on the Higgs eld . The





the divergences soften and only the logarithmic ones remain in the nal result, whereas
the potential quadratic divergences are replaced by quadratic dependence on the Higgs




































). Fig. 3 is the analogous of









does not depend on x

. In Fig. 4 we give again the bounds for
various energies and luminosities. Finally let us stress once more the strong correlation


















Figure 5: Same of Figure 1 for the parameter space (b; g=g
00
) in the case of model 3 (BESS
model).














Figure 6: Same of Figure 2 for the parameter space (b; g=g
00
) in the case of model 3 (BESS
model).
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Figure 7: 90% C.L. bounds on the parameter space (b; g=g
00
) in the case of model 3 (BESS
model), as obtained from LEP1 experiments.
MODEL 3
Let us now consider the so called BESS model (see ref. [11]). This is an eective




is assumed. These are
the gauge elds associated to a spontaneously broken local symmetry SU(2)
V
. The new
vector particles mix with W and Z. As a consequence at energies well below their mass
(assumed to be around the TeV scale), eective anomalous fermionic and trilinear cou-
plings are generated (see ref. [12]). The parameters characterizing this model are the

















































In Figs. 5 and 6 we give the 90% C.L. bounds in the parameter space (b; g=g
00
) again at
xed energy and dierent observables and at various energies respectively. Also in this case

LL
results to be the most restrictive observable. The BESS model is a generalization of
a non-linear -model and it is not renormalizable. However at 1-loop level it is equivalent
to a heavy Higgs model with the Higgs mass playing the role of a cut-o. Assuming the
15




















) in the case of model 1. The
bounds are obtained from 
comb
at E = 500 GeV and L = 20 fb
 1
, and dierent degrees
of polarization: the dashed line corresponds to P
e
= 0:9, the continuous one to P
e
= 0,
and the dotted one to P
e
=  0:9.
















) in the case of model 2.
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Figure 10: Same of Figure 8 for the parameter space (b; g=g
00
) in the case of model 3
(BESS model).
cut-o of the order of 1 TeV we can evaluate 
rad
3
with a Higgs mass equal to 1 TeV .
In Fig. 7 we give the bounds obtained in this way on the parameter space arising from
LEP1 experiments. The comparison with Fig. 6 shows the need of reaching an energy of
at least 500 GeV in order to get a real improvement.
Finally we have considered the possibility of polarized electron beams. In Figs. 8, 9 and
10 we show, for the previous models, the 90% C.L. bounds from 
comb
in the cases of P
e
=
0;0:9. We see that the general eect of the polarization is to select dierent combinations
of the anomalous parameters producing, as a consequence, a rotation of the allowed region.
In this way, combining polarized and non polarized dierential cross-sections one is able
to get signicantly more restrictive bounds on the anomalous parameters.
6 Conclusions
The main point of this paper is the inclusion of non-standard fermionic couplings on









process for dierent options of the next linear colliders. This is justied
by the fact that new physics will change generally both types of couplings, and also from
the LEP1 results, that strongly encourage the hypothesis that, if they are there, then
they should be of the same order of magnitude. The analysis shows also that the these
two dierent types of non-standard couplings are strongly correlated.
17
We have also studied the high-energy behaviour of the dierential cross-sections show-
ing that there is a quadratic contribution from the anomalous couplings which dominates
the limit. Therefore a linear approximation in the anomalous terms is not justied, and,
in fact, all our numerical analysis is done by using the exact expressions.
In summary we have seen that the NLC (specially in the higher energy option consid-
ered here) can give very stringent bounds on the anomalous parameters also improving
our knowledge of the fermionic couplings. Furthermore, if polarized electron beams will
be available, the bounds will increase dramatically.
7 Appendix A
We give here the list of the coecients F
()
appearing in the high-energy expansion of
the helicity amplitudes for  = 1; 1=2; 0; 1=2; 1. We give separately the anomalous
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